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DEFINING INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE UNDER THE NORTH CAROLINA TENURED TEACHER FAIR DISMISSAL ACT

INTRODUCTION

All states have established statutory grounds which must be found by school boards or other appropriate authorities before dismissing a tenured teacher. Generally these statutes delineate general and permissible grounds for dismissal and do not specify particular conduct justifying the dismissal of a teacher.

The North Carolina educational statutes provide that a teacher may be dismissed for “inadequate performance.” No attempt is made in the statute annotations to further define the specific conduct encompassed in “inadequate performance,” and no material is readily available to provide insight into the legislative intent of the General Assembly in choosing this particular phrase. Additionally, no North Carolina caselaw is available interpreting “inadequate performance” as a ground for teacher dismissal.

The purpose of this comment is to provide a prospective definition for the term “inadequate performance” as it is used in the North Carolina Tenured Teacher Fair Dismissal Act. Through this effort, we hope that school boards and professional educators gain insight into the potential statutory constructions of “inadequate performance” and plan to avoid protracted litigation concerning a teacher’s dismissal in North Carolina specifically on the grounds of “inadequate performance.”

A major concern with any new legislation is the constitutionality of its provisions. This paper does not address any procedural constitutional problems directly, rather we focus on the term “inadequate performance” as a constitutionally sufficient standard. Emphasis in this section is on vagueness and the constitutional requirements, if any, that a legislature or other authority define with

specificity proscribed conduct constituting inadequate performance before any disciplinary action can be taken under the statute.

We have assembled the limited North Carolina caselaw and discussed these decisions individually to determine what they contribute to understanding the statutory language. A particular emphasis in this section is the overall reaction of North Carolina courts interpreting the Fair Dismissal Act to provide some direction in analyzing and utilizing caselaw from other jurisdictions.

Since no decision in North Carolina has provided a definition of "inadequate performance" as used in the statutes, the second focus of this comment is on attempts at definition by courts of other jurisdictions. Also included in this section are judicial definitions of similar terms, including incompetency, inefficiency and gross inefficiency.

This absence of any statutory or judicial interpretation of "inadequate performance" in North Carolina necessitates an examination of the caselaw in other jurisdictions which defines conduct amounting to "inadequate performance," incompetency, inefficiency, and gross inefficiency. An attempt has been made to examine all cases in other jurisdictions and eliminate cases where the conduct complained of logically is not categorized as "inadequate performance" or which is specifically subsumed under other provisions of the North Carolina statute. The remaining cases are a persuasive guide to the probable definition and application of the term "inadequate performance" with a historical continuity and provide a good indicator of the judicial approach to specific behaviors likely to be followed in North Carolina.

Finally, the comment presents a summary of the statutes of all jurisdictions, comparing and categorizing the language utilized by the various states. An attempt has been made to identify those states potentially helpful in defining "inadequate performance" in North Carolina because of similar statutory language or the ready availability of caselaw providing specific instances of behavior and insight into a court's approach to the problem of teacher dismissal under a standard similar to "inadequate performance."

**Constitutional Implications**

The North Carolina Tenured Teacher Fair Dismissal Act has not, as yet, been examined for possible constitutional defects in the specific ground of "inadequate performance" for dismissal of a tenured teacher. Most existing constitutional caselaw in North Carolina and other states relates specifically to the procedural process
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which must be afforded a teacher prior to and in the process of dismissal. This comment is not concerned with the requirements of due process in teacher dismissal; rather, the constitutional focus is whether the term "inadequate performance" fails to define and proscribe conduct to such a degree that it is unconstitutionally vague in application.

Attacking teacher dismissal acts as unconstitutionally vague is a common approach of teachers who seek reversal of their dismissals. Normally, a teacher is dismissed for conduct which is perceived by the school board to be within the conduct proscribed by the more general language of the statute. Typically, the teacher argues that the statutory grounds for dismissal [e.g., inadequate performance, incompetency, inefficiency] have no plain and clear meaning to a person of reasonable intelligence, and therefore the teacher has no notice that the conduct complained of was proscribed by the statute:

The notion of due process requires that sanctions be imposed on individuals only if they could reasonably have known in advance that their questioned behavior had been proscribed. In accordance with this principle, the Supreme Court has held that a statute may be void for vagueness in order to ensure that individuals are fairly apprised in advance regarding the specific conduct which the legislature has prohibited. 3

The constitutional requirement that penal statutes be drawn in such a way as to give notice of what they forbid 4 applies equally to civil statutes. 4 The test applied in teacher dismissal cases to determine statutory vagueness analyzes the actual conduct of the teacher who attacks the statute and not just a hypothetical situation which might come within the periphery of the statute's scope. 5 Therefore, when a teacher is dismissed in North Carolina because of "inadequate performance," the court must determine if the statutory language gave sufficient notice in advance to the teacher that the conduct was proscribed.

Examination of the caselaw reveals that the jurisdictions are split as to the constitutional vagueness of statutory language such as inadequate performance, incompetency and inefficiency. No caselaw exists in North Carolina specifically addressing the vague-
ness issue applied to "inadequate performance" as a ground for tenured teacher dismissal. In construing a substantially similar statute, the Oregon Court of Appeals has required that school boards adopt and publish all "standards of performance" and make them available to teachers before dismissal proceedings. Wyoming takes an entirely different approach to the same problem. The Wyoming Supreme Court has stated that:

[T]he legislature has not prescribed guidelines for determination of incompetency, and we do not propose to do so. Also, the legislature has not seen fit to require school boards to fix and make known a set of guidelines before it can make a finding of incompetency. We will not impose such a requirement.

North Carolina courts have not, as yet, given any indication which approach might be adopted in determining statutory vagueness questions concerning the Tenured Teacher Fair Dismissal Act.

Problems with vagueness under the act, however, can be avoided by school boards and other school officials. First, the boards can proceed to define with specificity what conduct will amount to inadequate performance under the statute. Second, boards can adopt a due process approach that gives notice regarding specific conduct and provides an opportunity to change behavior or protest the application of the statute to the teacher. Of course, where the conduct of a teacher is clearly in violation of what any reasonable person would interpret the statute to mean, no vagueness problem exists with the dismissal.

Defining the conduct proscribed by the statute with specificity is the first potential approach to resolving any potential vagueness problems with the statute. This initial step would involve appropriate school officials defining specifically and clearly what "inadequate performance" means and adopting standards of performance expected of all teachers: "A school [board] does not have to put up with incompetency, poor performance, failure to abide by school regulations, lack of cooperation, or the like. All the [board] has to do is to develop objective, not subjective, criteria, in advance." By promulgating standards, the board would place the

8. Id. at 546.
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Teachers on notice of conduct amounting to "inadequate performance" to justify dismissal under the statute.

The major purpose of defining conduct in advance is to ensure that all teachers have a fair opportunity to know and abide by the rules and expectations of the school:

The root of the vagueness doctrine is a rough idea of fairness. It is not a principle designed to convert into a constitutional dilemma the practical difficulties in drawing... statutes both general enough to take into account a variety of human conduct and sufficiently specific to provide fair warning that certain kinds of conduct are prohibited.10

If school officials pursue this approach, an attempt should be made to develop formal policies which define conduct clearly within the statute and to provide limited latitude to apply the principles and purposes of the policy to a unique factual situation.

A second approach, potentially available to resolve any vagueness questions in the application of "inadequate performance" as a standard, is a due process procedure providing notice and an opportunity to correct deficiencies. If a teacher's conduct is determined inadequate, the supervisor would give the teacher written notice of the specific conduct which produced the inadequate rating. If the teacher, after a reasonable period of time, refuses or is unable to correct the enumerated deficiencies, he may be dismissed without any problem of statutory vagueness.

Finally, if a teacher's conduct is so severe that any reasonable person would know and understand that a teacher could be dismissed, the dismissal may occur immediately without fear of a vagueness attack. Whenever a violation is so clear and blatant that any reasonable person would know and understand that a teacher could be dismissed, the dismissal may occur immediately without fear of a vagueness attack. When an individual's behavior is so blatant that any reasonable person would be on notice not to engage in the conduct which gives rise to a dismissal, the basic notion of fairness inherent in the vagueness doctrine is not offended.

North Carolina's statute awaits determination of the constitutionality of "inadequate performance" as a ground for dismissal. School authorities can do much to improve their position in litigation by adopting procedures that are formal and self-limiting [ei-
ther by defined conduct or due process) so this limited "inadequate performance" plus the other safeguards provided through the administrative mechanism come safely within the constitutional requirement of specificity.

NORTH CAROLINA CASES

Since the enactment of the Tenured Teacher Fair Dismissal Act in 1973, few North Carolina cases have dealt with dismissal based upon "inadequate performance." No North Carolina court has articulated a definition of "inadequate performance," nor has any case dealt with this language directly. In Kurtz v. Winston-Salem Board of Education,\(^\text{11}\) the North Carolina Court of Appeals sustained the dismissal of a teacher on the ground of "failure to comply with a Board Policy concerning corporal punishment."\(^\text{12}\) The School Board dismissed the teacher on three grounds: 1) inadequate performance, 2) insubordination, and 3) failure to comply with the corporal punishment policy.\(^\text{13}\) The evidence presented tended to show that the teacher had slapped and pinched several students on different occasions. The court of appeals held that the charges of inadequate performance and insubordination were not supported by substantial evidence, but affirmed the dismissal based on the failure to comply with the existing corporal punishment policy.\(^\text{14}\)

In Kurtz, the court of appeals at least implied that improper corporal punishment, even though administered on several occasions, would not support a dismissal based on inadequate performance. In Baxter v. Poe, however, the court of appeals affirmed the dismissal of a teacher on grounds of inadequate performance, insubordination, neglect of duty, and failure to comply with the regulations of the board. In Baxter, the court adopted the "whole record" test for review of a teacher dismissal and specifically affirmed on the ground of insubordination, but noted that there was ample evidence in the record to support affirmance on any of the other grounds specified.\(^\text{15}\)

\(^{13}\) Kurtz v. Winston-Salem Bd. of Educ., 39 N.C. App. at 412, 250 S.E.2d at 719-721.
\(^{14}\) Id. at 420, 250 S.E.2d at 723.
In *Thompson v. Board of Education*, the Supreme Court of North Carolina adopted the whole record test of review in teacher dismissal cases. The court reversed the dismissal of the teacher who had been dismissed on several grounds including inadequate performance. The teacher's conduct in *Thompson* included letting students fight, failing to control study hall, hitting students and calling a student a "whore."

The conflict in these cases can best be understood by considering that the courts do not wish to be in the place of school administrators in considering the appropriateness or competency of a teacher. Rather, the court wishes to look at the unique facts of each case [e.g., the emphasis on the "whole record" approach], to review, and then determine if the basis for dismissal is supported by substantial evidence. This approach by the court in the few cases to date lends credence to the theory that school boards and officials have an open opportunity to define by policy or procedure what will constitute inadequate performance of teachers within the system and have the courts grant substantial deference to their determination.

**CASELAW DEFINITIONS**

No case has been found which provides a definition of "inadequate performance" as the sole ground justifying the dismissal of a school teacher. Instead, states have exhibited a strong tendency not to define but to interpret inadequate performance, inefficiency, and like terms as relative and without technical meanings. Only one case has been located in which "inadequate performance" constituted the sole ground for dismissal of a teacher. The teacher was charged *only* with "inadequate performance" under Oregon Revised Statutes § 342.865 (1) for conduct as follows:

1. Your communication with your students is ineffective and has resulted in low class morale and a high incidence of student dropout from your classes.

17. Thompson v. Bd. of Educ., 31 N.C. App. 401, 403-405, 230 S.E.2d 164, 165 (1976). Note, the Court of Appeals decision was reversed by the North Carolina Supreme Court.
2. Your teaching techniques are limited to the extent that they have resulted in a lack of student motivation.

3. You have not brought about an acceptable standard of student involvement in your class activities.

4. You have involved some students in disputes between yourself and the administration regarding the quality of your teaching performance.

5. You have not exhibited sufficient change in your performance as a result of the many suggestions.

The Fair Appeals Dismissal Board found as a fact that the teacher's performance had not been shown inadequate as charged. The Oregon Court of Appeals affirmed on the ground that the Board of Education had not adopted written standards of performance relating to what constitutes inadequate performance, and therefore the charges could not be assessed against any objective standards determined in advance of the dismissal.

The Fair Dismissal Appeals Board case does little to advance the definitional problems of "inadequate performance" as a statutory standard. Rather, it states that, at least in Oregon, "inadequate performance" must be clarified and defined in advance to be applied at all. An alternative to this approach is to consider the existing caselaw on related grounds for dismissal [such as inefficiency, incompetency, etc.] and judicially approve a "clear" and "certain" meaning for the term that will gain acceptance through usage.

Examination of related areas provides substantial material for consideration. Two terms, incompetency and inefficiency, are most often used in state statutes to describe the same general intent as "inadequate performance" in the North Carolina statute. We begin, therefore, with an examination of the definitions of these terms in the case law of other jurisdictions.

In Horosko v. School District, a 1939 case, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court provided the classic and often cited definition of incompetency:

A relative term without technical meaning. It may be employed as

20. Id. at —, 514 P.2d at 1116.
21. Id. at —, 514 P.2d at 1117.
22. Id. at —, 514 P.2d at 1124.
23. Id. at —, 514 P.2d at 1124; see Barger v. Bd. of Educ., 494 P.2d 544 (Wyo. 1972).
meaning disqualification; inability; incapacity; lack of ability, legal qualifications or fitness to discharge the required duty. [W]ant of physical, intellectual, or moral ability; insufficiency; inadequacy; specif., [sic] want of ability. Also a general lack of capacity or fitness, or lack of the special qualities required for a particular purpose. 25

Incompetency was also defined specifically in 1909 by an Indiana court as follows: "[I]competency as employed in the contract, is a relative term, denoting a want of the requisite qualifications for performing a given act or service. Appellant failed where others, under like conditions, succeeded. . . ." 26 Other definitions which have been used in the area of teacher competency include a lack of that knowledge necessary to competent instruction and inability to convey such knowledge effectively, 27 the lack of educational qualifications, or, where such qualifications were held by the teacher, the lack of ability to transmit knowledge to pupils. 28 Incompetency has also been defined as any physical, moral, or intellectual quality, the lack of which incapacitates one to perform the duties of his office. 29

Incompetency has also been defined in ways that did not relate directly to the ability or inability to perform a task. In Brownsville v. Alberts, 30 incompetency under the Pennsylvania statute was construed to include insubordination and lack of frankness, candor and intellectual honesty. It has also been used to refer to a lack of legal qualifications or fitness to discharge the required duty, including a want of physical, intellectual or moral fitness. 31

These examples of definitions of incompetency illustrate that the statutory meaning of incompetency is relatively broad and that the precise meaning of the term is inexorably related to the factual context of the case. 32 Considerable discretion, therefore, is left to

25. Id. at —, 6 A.2d at 869.
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the board of education to define the broad limits of incompetency in its own school system.\textsuperscript{33}

Two other closely related statutory terms—incapacity and inefficiency—have been utilized to dismiss teachers under circumstances potentially amounting to "inadequate performance" under the North Carolina statute. Incapacity has been defined as related to incompetency and directly related to fitness to teach based on proficiency, misconduct of teacher or students and the potential psychological harm to the students caused by the actions of a particular teacher.\textsuperscript{34} Inefficiency, on the other hand, is more closely related to inadequate performance and has been defined more frequently. It has been defined as failing, to an intolerable degree, to produce the effects desired, \textit{i.e.}, a manifestly incompetent or incapable person.\textsuperscript{35} It does not consist of a single act, but embraces a course of conduct, a lack of integrity, or a limitation of capacity. Inefficiency has been distinguished from breach of duty or misconduct, however, in that inefficiency denotes incapability for office while misconduct denotes an improper discharge of duties while in office.\textsuperscript{36} At least one court, however, has indicated that inefficiency and incompetence were synonymous and that dismissal of a teacher on grounds of inefficiency would stand even though the statute require dismissal for incompetence.\textsuperscript{37}

The available definitions of incompetency, inefficiency and inability do not make clear what North Carolina courts will do in defining inadequate performance. They do provide a good overview of virtually all attempts to define inadequate performance, incompetency, inefficiency, or inability in ways which might be relevant to the judicial and administrative development of "inadequate performance" as used in the North Carolina statute.

It should be recognized that a bare definition of inadequate performance or any related ground for dismissal is not particularly helpful in analyzing the court's approach to a particular fact situation. The definitions take shape and meaning from the factual situations in which they have been applied, and cannot be properly understood outside that context. Proper understanding of the specific types of conduct that have been the subject of dismissals in

\textsuperscript{33} Id. at \textemdash, 582 P.2d at 672.
\textsuperscript{35} Conley v. Bd. of Educ., 143 Conn. 488, 123 A.2d 747, 751 (1956).
\textsuperscript{36} Powell v. Young, 148 Ohio St. 342, 74 N.E.2d 261, 268 (1947).
\textsuperscript{37} Green v. Bd. of Educ., 133 W. Va. 356, 56 S.E.2d 100 (1949).
other jurisdictions will provide some guidance as to the specific types of conduct proscribed by "inadequate performance" in the North Carolina statute. The conduct potentially covered by the statute can be logically subdivided into four major groupings:

1. **Basic Qualifications** - Lack of proper qualifications to teach a particular subject or grade.
2. **Classroom Performance** - related to academic deficiencies and inadequate teaching methods/skills.
3. **Discipline** - failure to maintain discipline or the improper use of corporal punishment.
4. **Status** - a lack of effectiveness based on the status of the individual teacher.

### 1. Basic Qualifications

In North Carolina, the only statutory qualification for entry level public school teachers is the possession of an appropriate teaching certificate. To enforce this section, North Carolina law provides that failure to maintain a current teaching certificate is sufficient grounds for dismissal.38 There are some instances, however, where the qualifications of a teacher not set out in the statute may be relevant to a finding of inadequate performance.

In many states, a tenured teacher is presumed competent and continues to remain competent to teach.39 This presumption can be rebutted by evidence that the teacher has failed to perform adequately in his assigned duties. But, where a school board hired a qualified teacher, *i.e.*, held a valid certificate, to teach in public schools and knowingly assigned her to duties for which she was not qualified by her professional certificate, her inability to perform those duties adequately was not a valid reason for the termination of her contract.40

In a similar case, a school board attempted to dismiss a teacher for her admitted inability to teach geometry, an optional course in the school's curriculum. The evidence showed that the board was aware of her precise qualifications, that she was not qualified to teach geometry, and that the teacher held a valid teaching certificate when hired. The court held that the school board could not dismiss the teacher for something not expected of

---

38. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 115-142(e)(1)m. (Supp. 1979).
her in the original contract. One qualifying fact in this case was that the teacher had not provided any services under the contract. The court acknowledged, as in other cases, that a teacher may not be dismissed on grounds of incompetency when he or she has not yet taught under the contract.

The qualifications cases indicate that school officials are held to an estoppel where they have hired an individual with knowledge of an inability to do a specific job. Under these circumstances, it would not be inadequate performance to do a less than competent job when the school officials were aware that the teacher lacked the necessary qualifications at the time of employment.

2. Classroom Performance

The most obvious application of a dismissal standard such as inadequate performance is in a teacher's demonstrated inability to perform the instructional duties that are the essence of teaching. In this area, however, courts consistently defer to administrative and professional judgments about a teacher's ability to teach.

The right of a school board to dismiss a teacher for demonstrated inability to provide a professional and satisfactory level of teaching performance is beyond question. The maintenance of an efficient and competent school system has been accepted as a valid reason for the demotion or dismissal of a teacher on these grounds. This proposition has been succinctly stated as follows: "A school district does not have to put up with incompetency, poor performance, failure to abide by school regulations, lack of cooperation or the like." When a teacher accepts employment, he impliedly represents possessing the learning necessary to teach the subjects assigned and a capacity to impart that knowledge to others. The lack of that knowledge would constitute incompetence, as would the inability of a teacher to impart such knowledge to his students.

42. Id. at ___, 56 N.W. at 1053, 1055.
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In *Appeal of Muhollen*, a teacher was dismissed based on her inability to teach effectively. The court cited the following examples of specific observed behavior justifying dismissal: little evidence of technical knowledge of skill, little evidence of preparation for the lessons, poor organization of academic material, specific errors in a geography lesson, poor spoken English, failure to use supporting materials, and past unsatisfactory ratings as a teacher. Other cases have also upheld teacher dismissals for poor overall knowledge of spoken English and failure to use correct grammar, use of repression and ridicule to motivate learning [e.g., cutting a child's hair in the presence of other classmates, causing a scalp wound on a student, running a lead pencil into a child's hand] and holding slow learning children up to ridicule for their impaired performance.

In summary, a variety of specific deficiencies have been cited as justifying the dismissal of a teacher based on poor classroom performance and poor understanding of the material to be imparted to the students. An excellent summary of the specific types of conduct which provide grounds for dismissal is found in *Fox v. San Francisco Unified School District*:

1. lacking in industry, dependability, initiative or resourcefulness;
2. failure to cooperate with students;
3. failure to assume proper responsibilities;
4. presented little material to his classes;
5. teaching results were poor;
6. had little contact with classes;
7. teaching methods were poor;
8. showed little interest in improvement; and
9. fundamental training was deficient.

3. DISCIPLINE

Another major area of teacher dismissal litigation related to inadequate performance has concerned the teacher's inability to

49. Powell v. Young, 148 Ohio St. 342, 74 N.E.2d 261, 265 (1947). The Court declined to adopt a list of specific criteria but suggested the textual material as a guide for school boards to develop guidelines and policies.
maintain discipline and judiciously use disciplinary measures. These cases fall into three basic categories: 1) the lack of ability or disposition to maintain control of classes, 2) the inability of the teacher to maintain an even temper in disciplining students and maintaining order and 3) the inordinate or improper use of corporal punishment. The general rule in this area is that failure to maintain adequate classroom control using proper methods is serious enough to warrant an unsatisfactory rating for a teacher.\footnote{Steffen v. Bd. of Directors, 32 Pa. Commw. Ct. 187, 377 A.2d 1381 (1977).}

In Singleton v. Iberville School District, the teacher’s failure to maintain discipline was the primary ground upon which the court affirmed her dismissal. The evidence characterized the situation as an almost complete lack of discipline in the classroom. The teacher allowed her students to walk around at will and without correction, to talk without permission, to cheat on exams, and to keep unfinished exam papers over recess.\footnote{136 So. 2d 809 (La. App. 1962).} In an Illinois case, evidence sustaining a dismissal showed that students used profanity without correction, that loud noise and disorder prevailed in the classroom and that the teacher often had heated exchanges with his students.\footnote{Glover v. Bd. of Educ., 21 Ill. App. 3d 1053, 316 N.E.2d 534, 535 (1974).} A dismissal has also been upheld where an art teacher allowed his students to refer to him as “Arty,” encouraged an extremely informal atmosphere and often left his classes unsupervised.\footnote{Devlin v. Bennett, 26 Conn. Super. 102, 213 A.2d 725, 733 (1965); see Annot., 4 A.L.R.3d 1090 (1965).}

Courts have also recognized that school authorities have a duty to ensure that teachers relate to students in a mature way and maintain composure at all times in relating to students. A teacher’s fitness may not be measured “solely by his or her ability to perform the teaching function and ignore the fact that the teacher’s presence in the classroom might, nevertheless, pose a danger of harm to the students for a reason not related to academic proficiency.”\footnote{Gish v. Bd. of Educ., 145 N.J. Super. 96, 366 A.2d 1337, 1342 (1976).} In Powell v. Board of Trustees,\footnote{550 P.2d 1112 (Wyo. 1976).} the court refused to recognize an inability to maintain rapport with students as sufficient grounds for dismissing a teacher. Teachers have, however, been dismissed on remarkably similar facts based on findings of “emotional incompetence”\footnote{Cook v. Natchitoches Parish School Bd., 342 So. 2d 702, 704 (La. App.} and poor relationships with

\bibitem{52} 136 So. 2d 809 (La. App. 1962).
\bibitem{54} Devlin v. Bennett, 26 Conn. Super. 102, 213 A.2d 725, 733 (1965); see Annot., 4 A.L.R.3d 1090 (1965).
\bibitem{56} 550 P.2d 1112 (Wyo. 1976).
\bibitem{57} Cook v. Natchitoches Parish School Bd., 342 So. 2d 702, 704 (La. App.}
The courts do not consider it unreasonable to require that a teacher take appropriate remedial action and be able to control their personal feelings in dealing with students and issues of classroom control. Failure to do so constitutes inadequate performance and is sufficient grounds for dismissal. When teachers use excessive or inappropriate disciplinary techniques, courts will sustain the action of school officials dismissing them on grounds of inadequate performance or incompetency.

In *Powell v. Young*, the court upheld the dismissal of a teacher who had repeatedly cuffed students, slapped students, had stuck one student on the scalp and one student in the hand with a point of a lead pencil, and had apologized on previous occasions to parents as a result of too severe methods of classroom control. In *Sargent v. Selah School District No. 119*, the court affirmed the teacher's dismissal based on a pattern of disciplinary actions consisting of striking students with a ruler and kicking a student's chair causing a fall and minor injuries on the student's head. In *Glover v. Board of Education*, a finding that a teacher's class was observed in turmoil and the teacher had "collared" a student up against the wall was held sufficient to justify dismissal. At least one court, however, has held that an isolated case of reasonable corporal punishment does not constitute incompetency or grounds for dismissal or demotion.

Finally, at least one case has upheld the dismissal of a teacher for a single disciplinary action other than corporal punishment. In a 1973 case, a teacher learned from other students that two fifth grade female students had used vulgar language during their lunch period. He required them to write an obscene word one thousand times and hand in the work. The court held that the punishment constituted harsh and inappropriate treatment of the students and

1977).

60. 148 Ohio St. 342, 74 N.E.2d 261 (1947).
62. 21 Ill. App.3d 1053, 316 N.E.2d 534 (1974). The school board refused to condemn the punishment as administered because the record failed to disclose any "rules and regulations" on corporal punishment.
justified the teacher’s dismissal.64

There are numerous reported cases not discussed above in which dismissal of a teacher was upheld on grounds of incompetency or some related statutory language. These cases are not discussed at length because they properly fall under some other section of the North Carolina statute. Representative examples of these cases include dismissal based on improper dress to school, failure to make announcements and follow a regular routine, use of a grading philosophy inconsistent with the school board, permitting incidents between students to occur in the classroom and generally approving such incidents.65 For a typical case, see Werner v. Community Unit School District No. 4,66 where there was evidence of improper methods and a general lack of concern for the desires and policies of superiors.

4. Status

There is also a group of cases where teachers were dismissed on grounds of incompetency based on their status rather than affirmative acts. Generally these cases fall outside of the definition inadequate performance advanced above, but representative examples include: dismissal for status as conscientious objector,67 for living together without the benefit of matrimony,68 for having a sex change operation,69 and for refusing to answer questions about affiliation with the Communist Party.70

Once a definition of inadequate performance has been developed and matched to the caselaw in anticipation of specific factual situations, one major question still remains. The school board must determine the method of evaluation and type of proof it will accept in determining a teacher’s proficiency. The basic methods of assessing performance are as follows: pupil performance, observation

by superiors, peer evaluation, rating systems, and the official or anecdotal recording of a consistent pattern of deficient behavior.

One of the most interesting and perhaps prophetic methods of teacher evaluation is the monitoring of student progress toward instructional objectives. In Scheelhaase v. Woodbury Central Community School District, the federal district court held that a teacher could not be dismissed on grounds that her students did less well on the ITBS [Iowa Tests of Educational Development] than other students. The court of appeals reversed, holding that the school board was entitled to rely upon the opinion of the superintendent who concluded that the students' performance on these tests indicated an unsatisfactory teaching performance.

As school and parental concern for functional illiteracy in public school graduates increases and the testing of students for minimum competencies becomes more widespread, there may be a strong tendency to rely on pre and post tests in individual grades to determine student and teacher effectiveness in progressing toward educational objectives. This growing concern for public and functional accountability is reflected in the goals of the High School Competency Testing Act, as follows:

ii. To provide a means of identifying strengths and weaknesses in the education process, and
iii. To establish additional means for making the education system accountable to the public for results.

If student capability is accepted as the criterion for evaluating educational systems, then teacher evaluation based on instructional objectives and pre/post tests of competencies cannot follow far behind.

A similar approach was followed in McLain v. Board of Education. The teacher was dismissed for just cause, including the fact that her classes were substantially behind other teachers' progress in English and arithmetic. The court held that failure to keep pace with the progress of other teachers in similar circumstances constituted a valid basis for dismissal. This case again points out

74. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 115-320.6 (1978).
that the existence of a valid specific standard of pupil progress can be utilized by school officials in determining the competency of a particular teacher.

A second major approach to teacher competency evaluation involves the subjective evaluation of teaching methods by peers and supervisors on an informal or irregular basis. In Singleton v. Iberville School Parish, the school board dismissed a teacher on grounds of incompetency after observation by the principal, superintendent and officials from a nearby teachers' college who evaluated the teacher's performance as part of her degree work. The court held that the observations of school officials and the student teaching instructors were competent evidence in evaluating the ability of the teacher to perform in a classroom situation. Other cases with similar facts have upheld dismissals based on a "supervisor's report", "gross inefficiency" found by an "expert" who had supervised teachers for fourteen years and based on reports submitted by faculty, students, parents and members of the administration.

Informal evaluation procedures are routinely upheld by courts absent a finding that the evaluation was arbitrary, capricious or tainted by some improper motive on the part of a teacher for conduct informally evaluated which does amount to incompetency but is remedial in nature. When the court concludes that the teacher's deficiencies are remedial, and the school authorities have not provided a fair opportunity for the teacher to correct his behavior, it will treat the dismissal as arbitrary and capricious. But if a teacher has received ample notice of deficiencies and had an opportunity to improve performance, the court will uphold the school authorities' determination that the deficiency is permanent and affirm the dismissal. Note that the court is not really inquiring into the validity of the rating process when it decides that some behavior may be remedial but is rather insuring notice and an opportunity to correct as an element of due process.

Formal rating systems of teachers are not common but do pro-

82. Id. at —, 92 P.2d at 668 (1939).
vide a stable procedure which may strengthen the entire process. Pennsylvania has a rating system mandated by statute to evaluate teacher competence. A teacher rating card is used and the teacher is evaluated with regard to personality, preparation, technique and pupil reaction in accordance with standards and regulations which are uniform for all teachers. Ratings are completed under the supervision of the superintendent of schools and no unsatisfactory rating is valid unless approved by the district superintendent. Since its approval by the courts, it has been held out as a model system for evaluating professionals. The Pennsylvania rating system has been in place for a long time and should be considered by North Carolina school boards interested in formalizing a process for teacher evaluation.

It is clear that an evaluation of teacher competence is necessarily a highly subjective determination that does not easily lend itself to precise quantification or judicial review. Courts have recognized this problem and tend to avoid second guessing school officials by imposing a high standard of proof before upholding a teacher dismissal on grounds of inadequate teaching performance.

The courts have consistently placed two requirements on teacher evaluation systems regardless of how they are conducted in a particular school system. First, notice must be given with particularity of the conduct alleged which amounts to the incompetency or inadequate performance. Second, the school authorities must find as a fact that the deficiency is permanent or must provide a reasonable opportunity for the teacher to improve his performance.

North Carolina imposes an additional statutory burden on school officials seeking to dismiss a tenured teacher. North Carolina provides that, except for dismissal on grounds of conviction of a felony or crime involving moral turpitude, the behavior com-

85. Id. at —, 390 A.2d at 905.
89. Id. at 961.
plained of must have occurred within three years of the date of the letter notifying the teacher of intent to dismiss. This statute codifies a general rule that would permit consideration of prior acts of misconduct extending back a reasonable period of time.

The common law rule is based on the belief that school authorities have a duty to be patient and work with a teacher to remedy any teaching deficiencies which can be cured. Where a school board makes a conscientious effort to aid an incompetent teacher, it should not be prevented from dismissing him merely because it did not do so at the earliest opportunity. The effect of the North Carolina statute is to recognize the reasonableness of the common law rule and still provide some measure of protection for the teacher by imposing a statute of limitation for incidents and evaluations which can be used to justify his dismissal.

**Survey of State Statutes**

Legislative bodies in all fifty states have enacted statutes enumerating the grounds or conditions for dismissal of a career [tenured] teacher. The stated grounds for dismissal vary greatly in number and specificity. The statutes vary greatly ranging from very general language such as “[n]o teacher shall be dismissed . . . without good cause. . . .” to very specific language illustrated by “[h]abitual or excessive use of alcohol or nonmedical use of a controlled substance. . . .”

The North Carolina statute specifies fourteen grounds for demotion or dismissal of a career teacher, with “inadequate performance” the first listed ground for dismissal. Corresponding language in other state statutes include incompetency, gross inefficiency, unfitness, good cause, and “good and sufficient cause.” A substantial number of states have used a “notice and due process” approach which does not list grounds for dismissal but provides for a trial-type due process as part of the dismissal proceedings.

93. State v. Peterson, 208 Minn. 361, 294 N.W. 203, 205 (1940).
97. ARK. STAT. ANN. § 80-1245 (1980).
One state statute is written in positive form, providing that "[a]ll contracts [of teacher employment] shall continue in full force and effect during good behavior and efficient and competent service. . . ." This language replaced the traditional statutory form providing for enumerated grounds for dismissal.

The following chart has been prepared to classify the state statutes according to grounds for dismissal. Some states are listed more than once because their statutes provide several different and overlapping grounds for dismissal of a teacher.

Special attention should be given to several states that have statutes closely resembling North Carolina. Arizona, Nevada, and Oregon also use "inadequate performance" as a ground for dismissal of a career teacher. Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana and Louisiana have statutes comparable to North Carolina's and are an excellent source of case material on the subject of teacher dismissal in general.

It is important to note that the following chart does not list or compare all statutory grounds for dismissal of career teachers such as immorality or insubordination. The statutory language is not internally consistent and a comparison of statutes based on some dismissal ground other than "inadequate performance" would produce a different result.

### State Statutory Grounds for Teacher Dismissal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross Inefficiency</td>
<td>North Dakota, Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inefficiency</td>
<td>Connecticut, Maine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompetency</td>
<td>Alabama, Alaska, California, Connecticut,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dakota, Texas, Tennessee, Vermont,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virginia, West Virginia, Wyoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate Performance</td>
<td>Arizona, Nevada, North Carolina, Oregon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*State statute provides for during year dismissals and end of year dismissals.

Note: ( ) indicates overlapping grounds.

104. See Appendix for cites to the state statutes.
DEFINING INADEQUATE PERFORMANCE

CONCLUSION

"Inadequate performance" as a statutory ground for dismissal of a career teacher has not been defined by any court in any case located to date. The best guidance for material relating to inadequate performance as a basis for teacher dismissal appears to be in the cases on incompetency, inefficiency and, to a lesser extent, those cases on dismissal for "just cause." On reading these cases critically, the authors believe that conduct supporting teacher dismissal on grounds of inadequate performance will fall into the following categories:

1. Cases where the teacher has demonstrated a lack of academic grasp of the subject matter;
2. Cases where the teacher has the requisite knowledge but lacks the skills to effectively impart this knowledge;
3. Cases where the teacher has demonstrated an inability to maintain a relationship with students and has inappropriately utilized corporal punishment;
4. Cases where the teacher has failed to respond to specific suggestions for improvement; and
5. Cases where achievement scores of students [or progress of students toward instructional objectives] indicates a lack of teaching proficiency.

Since no judicially approved definition of inadequate performance exists at present, it is important to offer, based on all available resources, a prospective definition of inadequate performance as it might be interpreted in North Carolina. Therefore, inadequate performance is prospectively defined as follows:

A teacher performs inadequately when he habitually fails to perform his duties with the same degree of quality and accuracy usually displayed by other persons or other teachers similarly situated, or when he commits a specific act clearly demonstrating a failure to meet the minimum standard of acceptable performance expected of other persons or teachers similarly situated. Inadequate performance may be due to a lack of ability, lack of experience, or the result of inattention or carelessness.

The authors believe that school boards should attempt to develop measures of performance which are directly related to the performance of students. The more teaching performance can be directly linked to student outcomes, the fairer and more impartial the procedure will be for all teachers. Dismissal of teachers because students under their tutelage are significantly inferior to others in
reaching instructional objectives would be an excellent method of focusing professional activity on the improvement of actual learning by the students.

Teachers must, of course, be evaluated on more than student progress toward objectives. Additional evaluation of administrative efficiency, however, could be built into the system with a lesser weight than student progress. Other provisions of the Tenured Teacher Fair Dismissal Act could be utilized to control and dismiss teachers for conduct which is inappropriate for a teacher but not related to student performance.

Adoption of this approach would allow for the development of a "real" meaning for inadequate performance as a statutory standard for the dismissal of a career teacher. Uncertainty would be greatly reduced, and the statute would be in harmony with the currently expressed state policy of bringing accountability back into public education. Moreover, the progress of students in the system should improve without a dilution of the statutory protections provided the professional educator.

William P. Harper, Jr.
Richard T. Gammon
APPENDIX

List of State Statute Citations

ALA. CODE § 16-24-8 (1977)
ALASKA STAT. § 14.20.170(a)(1) (1979)
ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. § 15-253(A) (1975)
ARK. STAT. ANN. § 80-1264.4 (1980)
CAL. EDUC. CODE § 44932(a) (West 1978)
CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 10-151(b)(1) (West Supp. 1980)
DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 14, § 1411 (1975)
GA. CODE ANN. § 32-2101c(a)(1) (1976)
HAWAI'I REV. STAT. § 297-11 (1976 Replacement)
IDAHO CODE § 33-513(4), § 33-1208(a), (b) (Supp. 1979)
ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 122, § 24-12 (Supp. Smith-Hurd 1980-81)
IND. CODE ANN. § 20-6.1-4-10(a)(4) (Burns Supp. 1979)
IOWA CODE ANN. § 279.27 (West Supp. 1980)
KAN. STAT. ANN. § 72-5411 (1980)
KY. REV. STAT. § 156.132(1) (1980 Replacement)
LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 17:462(A) (West 1981)
ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 20, § 473(4) (1965)
MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 71, § 42 (Law. Co-op 1978)
MICH. STAT. ANN. § 15.2001 (1979)
MINN. STAT. ANN. § 125.17, Subd. 4(3) (West 1979)
MISS. CODE ANN. § 37-9-59 (Supp. 1980)
MO. ANN. STAT. § 168.071 (Vernon 1981)
MONT. REV. CODES ANN. § 75-6010 (1971)
NEB. REV. STAT. § 79-1234 (1976)
NEV. REV. STAT. § 391.312 (1979)
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. § 189:13 (1977 Replacement)
N.J. STAT. ANN. § 18A:6-10 (West 1968)
N.M. STAT. ANN. § 22-10-22 (1978)
N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 3020 (McKinney)
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 115-142(e)(1a). (Supp. 1979)
N.D. CENT. CODE § 15-47-38(c) (Supp. 1977)
OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 3319.16 (Page Supp. 1980)
OKLA. STAT. ANN. tit. 70, § 6-103 (West Supp. 1980-81)
OR. REV. STAT. § 342.865 (1979)
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 24, § 11-1122 (Purdon 1962)
R.I. GEN. LAWS § 16-12-6 (1969)
Wyo. Stat. § 21-7-110(a) (1977)